DONATES CAMP SITE

1,000 Acres on New Jersey Lake Presented to Life

The 1,000-acre property, containing three log lodges and a caretaker’s house said to be more than 150 years old, at Lake Mashipacong, N. J., owned by Charles S. Orben of Newark, has been purchased by an anonymous buyer and presented to Life magazine for use as one of that periodical’s camps.

The property originally was part of an estate presented to Lord Rutherford by King George III and is located in the heart of the Kittatinny Mountains. It is surrounded by State forests and has a natural spring-fed lake almost two miles long.

The lake is well stocked with game fish and the woods abound with birds and game, including deer, foxes and raccoons. One of the roads which passes through the property is the old stage coach route known as the Oswego Turnpike. Previews, Inc., reported the sale.